
Fencing for any styleS-Rib Corrugated
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A reliable product that stands the test of time, Fielders S-Rib Corrugated  
Fencing can reflect a modern or traditional design. 

The S-Rib Corrugated sheets slot into strong roll-formed steel 
channels that ultimately provide a neat frame for the sheets, 
making the fence look equally attractive from both sides. 

   Ability to be interchanged with other Fielders fencing profiles.

   Available in a diverse range of colours and finishes, there is a look  
for every individual. 

   Short lead time means you aren’t left waiting for your new fence.

    Ease of installation allows you to save costs.

    Also available with lattice, slat lattice and gates.

    New rail design that ensures a perfect fit for sheets.

S-Rib Corrugated Fence Panel

*Colours subject to availability

NOTE: For minimum footing size, refer to Fielders website. Size varies based on height, soil type  
and wind zone.

Smooth 
Cream

Merino Wheat

Stone Rivergum Slate GreyTM

Domain® Paperbark® Evening 
Haze®

Surfmist® Shale Grey® Dune® Riversand®

Pale  
Eucalypt®

Wilderness® Basalt® Jasper® Monument® Woodland 
Grey®

Ironstone®

Colour Guide

BlueScope® (0.32BMT) Colorbond® (0.35BMT)

Secondary colours subject to availability include Wallaby®, Windspray®, Deep Ocean®, Manor Red®, Night Sky®, Bushland®, Cottage Green® and Harvest®.

Extended Colours subject to availability include Cove®, Gully®, Mangrove®, Terrain®, Sandbank®, Loft®, Headland®, Hedge®, Estate®, Boundary®, Grove®,  
Brushwood® and Cappice®.

S-Rib Corrugated rail
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fieldersdominator.com.au | Phone Fielders First 1800 182 255

Please note that the profile of fence rails actually supplied may vary from state to state and may not reflect what is shown in diagrams or images featured in our brochures 
and on our website. If you have any queries, please contact your local customer service team.
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